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Abstract

The Thesis titled: ”Investigation of a differentially powered multi-tile VHF CCP

using particle in cell simulation”, is submitted by Joachim Bosschaert. A dif-

ferentially powered, very high frequency (VHF), multi-tile, capacitively coupled

plasma system is modelled using particle in cell simulation code, Xoopic [2]. The

powered electrode in this system is split into an array of differentially powered

tile. The current path is observed in the plasma; one pathway is towards the

opposite grounded boundary; a second pathway is observed coupling between

adjacent out-of-phase tiles (coupled current). Two physical phenomena are de-

scribed that could drive the coupled current; An electrostatic phenomenon, due

to a spatio-temporal variation in the plasma potential. And an electromagnetic

phenomenon, due to a time-varying magnetic dipole between adjacent tiles that

induces an electric field. Through solving Generalized Ohm’s Law in the plasma

system, and calculating the magnitude of the induced electric field, it is deter-

mined that the electrostatic mechanism is the dominant mechanism for driving

the coupled current.

A region of higher plasma density is identified in front of the powered elec-

trode. This region also supports a higher electron temperature and ionization

rate. Most of the current in this region points from one electrode to the adjacent

electrode. Towards the grounded electrode plasma density, electron tempera-

ture and ionization rate are lower and most of the current points towards the

substrate. As driving current is increases, a larger fraction of driving current

moves towards the adjacent tile rather than towards the grounded electrode.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Plasma Theory

1.1.1 What is plasma

Plasma is a state of matter that consists of electrons, ions and neutral particles.

It is often described as a quasi-neutral state as there are (almost) the same

amount of electrons and ions. It is the presence of electrons and ions that make

plasma a different state of matter to a gas. Electrons and ions are charged

particles, which means that they can respond to electric and magnetic fields.

This means that plasmas can be affected in very specific ways by adding external

electric or magnetic fields. In a gas, there are few electrons and ions which

respond to these fields. When the electron density and ion density is large

enough, a new ’collective motion’ of occurs which is fundamentally different to

the behaviour of a gas.

The degree of ionization is an important aspect of the plasma, as it deter-

mines the ratio of ions (and electrons) to neutral gas particles.

η =
ni

nn + ni
(1.1)

Different plasmas have different degrees of ionization. Glow discharge capaci-

tively coupled plasmas exhibit a low degree of ionization, (10−3−10−6), meaning

that the dominant interactions for the charged species occur between electrons

and neutral particle collisions or between ions and neutrals. These collisions can

be elastic or inelastic. If an electron has enough energy, a collision with a neutral

can cause ionization. The sun is a plasma which has a much higher degree of

ionization (η ≈ 1), which means that almost all of the gas is ionized. Collisions

in this plasma are almost all between charged particles. Meaning that most in-

teractions are Coulomb collisions through the Coulomb force F = kQ1Q2

r2 . The
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rest of the thesis will concern only low ionization plasmas (η < 0.001), and more

specifically what is called a non equilibrium low temperature plasma.

There are certain important parameters that must be considered when de-

scribing a plasma. One of these parameters is the plasma frequency, ωpe(see

section 1.1.3). This describes the response time of electrons in the plasma. In

a plasma, the coulomb interaction between the charges means that the charges

want to be arranged in a way that neutralizes all charge imbalance. This results

in external electric and magnetic fields are shielded out by the electrons and

ions over a certain scale length, the Debye length λD(section 1.1.4).

1.1.2 Electron motion

In a plasma, the electrons have different velocities. for electrons in a 3 dimen-

sional equilibrium plasma, the electron velocity follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution (equation 1.2).

f(v) =

(
me

2πkBTe

) 3
2

4πv2e

(
−mv2

2kBTe

)
(1.2)

This function describes the Thermal distribution of electrons in the plasma,

with characteristic electron temperature Te. The electron temperature can be

used to describe the kinetic energy of electrons moving due to thermal energy

in the plasma. At thermal equilibrium, in a plasma with plasma potential ϕ,

electrons adopt a Boltzmann density distribution:

ne = n0 exp

(
eϕ

kbTe

)
(1.3)

where ϕ is the potential difference between the locations of ne and n0. Every

electron in the plasma has potential energy −eϕ and thermal kinetic energy

kBTe.
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1.1.3 Plasma Frequency

If an electric field is applied to a plasma, the electrons will reposition themselves

so that the Coulomb force between the electrons and ions balances the force

experienced by the electric field. It is the electrons doing the movement and not

the ions, because the electrons are light compared to the ions (mi : me = 1836 : 1

for hydrogen, and for argon mi : me ≈ 70, 000 : 1), due to their small moment of

inertia, they are able to respond to the applied electric field much faster than the

ions. In one dimension, Poisson’s equation can be written as shown in equation

1.4. After integrating, the electric field can be expressed in terms of the charge

density and the distance the charges are displaced (equation 1.5).

∂E

∂x
=

−ene

ϵ0
(1.4)

E =
−ene

ϵ0
dx (1.5)

dx is the distance the electrons have moved from their original, previously elec-

trically balanced position. The force applied to the particles is proportional to

the electric field (F = eE), and this relationship can be used to set up a the

following differential equation 1.6.

E =
∂2x

dt2
+

e2ne

meϵ0
x = 0 (1.6)

This equation describes a harmonic oscillator, where the characteristic frequency

ω =
√

e2ne

meϵ0
. This characteristic frequency is the plasma frequency, and it de-

fines the fastest response time of the plasma.
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1.1.4 Plasma shielding and Debye length

Assume an infinite plasma, and a grid that is held at ϕ(x) = ϕg is placed in

this plasma. Electrons quickly react (time scale of τ ≈ 1/ωpe) to this change

in potential and rearrange themselves so that the Coulomb force between the

applied potential is balanced by the Coulomb force of other charged particles in

the plasma. Beginning with the one dimensional Poisson equation (in terms of

potential this time).

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
=

−e(ni − ne)

ϵ0
(1.7)

Assuming that the ions are unperturbed, and the electrons are distributed ac-

cording to a maxwell boltzmann distribution, the following can be subbed in to

the equation.

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
=

en0

ϵ0

[
exp

(
eϕ

kbTe

)
− 1)

]
(1.8)

For a small potential perturbation, eϕ(x)
kbTe

<< 1, a Taylor expansion can be ap-

plied: exp
(

eϕ
kbTe

)
= 1+ eϕ

kbTe
. This results in the following differential equation.

d2ϕ

dx2
=

e2n0

ϵ0Te
ϕ (1.9)

This equation has the following solution.

ϕ(x) = ϕ0 exp

(
− |x|
λD

)
(1.10)

This equation describes a potential that decays exponentially with characteristic

decay length of the Debye length, λD.

λD =

√
ϵ0Te

e2n0
(1.11)
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When a plasma receives a perturbation in potential, this perturbation does not

extend into the plasma further than a few Debye lengths, λD. The Debye length

is often described as the scale length of the plasma; There can be local varia-

tions in the plasma potential at length scales the order of λD, but at longer scale

lengths these variations in plasma potential cannot exist due to the collective

behaviour of the plasma electrons.

1.1.5 Plasma Parameters

In order for a substance to be considered a plasma, it must satisfy 3 criteria.

The first criterion is that each particle must be close enough to many other

particles that they interact through their electrostatic forces.

Nd = n
4

3
πλ3

D >> 1 (1.12)

Nd is known as the plasma parameter. This criterion is satisfied when the

plasma parameter is much greater than 1, or in other words, when there are

many particles within a sphere of radius λD.

The scale of the plasma must be much larger than the The second criterion

is that the Debye length l >> λD. If this is satisfied, then the interactions in the

bulk of the plasma are more important than the interactions at the boundary

of the plasma. If this is not satisfied, then Debye shielding cannot occur in the

plasma.

The third is that the plasma frequency must be greater than the collision

frequency, ωpe > vc. When this condition is violated, plasma response to an

external force is dominated by collisional behaviour, akin to a gas, and not the

collective behaviour of the plasma. The plasma can not shield out variations in

potential, because (on average) the electrons collide with neutrals in a timescale
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faster than they can react to changes in the local potential.

1.2 Sheath formation

On the boundary of a plasma, where the plasma is in contact with the wall a

sheath region is formed. This is a region where there are fewer electrons and

ions. In this region, the plasma is no longer quasi-neutral, which leads to a

voltage drop in this sheath region between the plasma and the wall.

Consider a quasi-neutral plasma in contact with a wall. The wall acts like

a sink for charges, so when an electron or ion comes in contact with the wall it

is ’lost’. Due to electrons being much more mobile than ions, the electron flux

towards the wall is much greater than the ion flux into the wall (Γe >> Γi).

After time t ≈ λD

vth
the electrons moving towards the wall are absorbed but

the ions are nearly fixed in place due to the high mass and low temperature.

This results in a region at the wall where there are fewer electrons than ions

resulting in a net positive charge. In order for the plasma to reach a steady

state, a condition must be found where the flux of electrons into the wall is

balanced by the flux of ions into the wall (Γe = Γi), otherwise there would be a

net loss of charge from the plasma.

According to Poisson’s equation (equation 1.7), this positively charged region

results in a change in the plasma potential. A sample sheath potential is shown

in figure 1.1. The plasma ”self-assembles” a charge distribution in the sheath,

”shielding” the effects of the wall from the bulk plasma.

Due to this potential, ions are accelerated from the bulk plasma into the wall.

This potential difference contains electrons within the plasma, reflecting most

electrons that reach the sheath. Only electrons with thermal energy kBTe > eϕs

(where ϕs is the potential drop in the sheath or potential difference between the
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Figure 1.1: Transition of potential from plasma bulk, to the sheath to the
boundary of the plasma

wall and the plasma) can overcome this potential and reach the sheath. In an

equilibrium plasma, this results in a state where electron flux and ion flux into

the wall are equal (in an rfplasma these fluxes would be equal over an rfcycle).

1.3 Capacitively coupled plasma

In a laboratory setting, a capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) is often used to

create a plasma. A capacitively coupled plasma is comprised of two powered

electrodes, with gas between the electrodes (shown in figure 1.2). energy is

added to the plasma through a external electric and magnetic fields. Once the

voltage on the electrodes reaches a certain point, the gas between the electrodes

”breaks down” and a plasma is formed.

Industrial CCPs are often driven by a radio frequency (rf) AC current source
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Figure 1.2: Symmetric capacitively coupled plasma.

(often 13.56MHz). Voltage on the electrodes are oscillating at radio frequency.

The plasma sheaths also oscillate at this frequency. The plasma is in a regime

where the ions are too slow to respond instantaneously to changes in fields at the

driving frequency, and they respond to the time-averaged electric and magnetic

fields. Electrons in the plasma move fast enough that they can respond to these

changing fields (ωpe > ω >> ωpi). One consequence of this, is that a plasma

can be struck at much lower voltages. In a DC plasma, a potential difference

on the order of kiloVolts is often required to create a CCP, but in rfplasmas,

this often on the order of tens to hundreds of volts (depending on the system

used and type of gas used).

In a symmetric plasma source, as seen in figure 1.2, there are two electrode

of equal area powering the plasma. Both electrodes have a time varying sheath,

which varies with the rftile voltage. When the sheath at one electrode expands,

the sheath on the opposite side of the plasma contracts. Current that flows into

one electrode, must flow through the plasma towards the opposite electrode.

In an asymmetric plasma source, where one electrode is larger than the

other, a plasma potential oscillation can be observed. When a powered electrode
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reaches it’s maximum voltage over the rfcycle, it slightly raises the plasma

potential in front of that tile. When the tile reaches a minimum in voltage, it

slightly lowers the potential in front of the tile. This results in an oscillation in

the plasma potential. This oscillation is on the order of the electron temperature

(Te) [3]. For the plasma to be in steady state, same number of electrons and

ions must strike the wall over an rfcycle. Therefore, there is a moment in time

where Vp − Velectrode < Vf , allowing for a period of electron collection. The

voltage over the rfcycle is shown in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Plasma potential at different moments in the rfcycle

1.4 Surface processing

Processing surfaces on the microscopic level through using plasmas has become

increasingly important in recent years. Surface processing is used in creating

semiconductors which are used to make computers, it is used for patterning glass

used in solar panels, it’s used in manufacturing medical devices and many more

applications. Many surface processes, such as plasma enhanced atomic layer

deposition (PEALD), plasma enhanced atomic layer etching (ALE) involve a

plasma source. Capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) reactors are often used in
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Figure 1.4: Typical CCP system that can perform surface processes on a wafer

industry for surface processes.

In industry, CCPs are often used for various surface processes. A wafer is

placed on one of the electrodes, and interactions between the plasma and this

wafer can change the surface of the wafer on a microscopic level. Figure 1.4

shows such a plasma system. Ions and reactive species in the plasma move in

the sheath towards the substrate where they interact or are deposited on the

surface. Important parameters for surface processing are plasma density, ion

flux, ion energy and plasma chemistry.

Control of ion energy is a crucial factor in surface processing. When an ion

strikes a surface, a number of things can happen. If the ion energy is high, ion

impact on the substrate can directly eject atoms from the surface via momentum

transfer and particle recoil [4]. This is known as sputtering. In some processes

this is desirable; for example in reactive ion etching, material is removed from

the substrate in a specific pattern via ion sputtering. In other processes this
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can be undesirable as this can cause unwanted damage to the substrate. At

lower energies, the ions can ”activate” the surface. When an ion collides with

the surface the ion deposits its energy into molecules or atoms on the top layer

of the surface. These atoms or molecules more easily react with reactive species

in the plasma. This is a process that is often used in atomic layer etching, to

remove layers from the substrate, or in atomic layer deposition to more easily

deposit material on the substrate. If the ion energy is too low, the surface will

not become “activated” and interactions between reactive species in the plasma

and the surface material will not occur [5].

Using an rfCCP, ion energy can be controlled. The ions have low velocity

in the bulk, but when they reach the sheath they gain energy. This means that

the potential difference between the bulk plasma and the wall determines the

energy at which ions reach the substrate. When driving the electrodes, due to

the fast motion of electrons, the electrode receives a negative bias. Part of this

DC bias is called the rfself bias and scales with the amplitude of the rfvoltage

on the electrodes, and with the driving frequency. There are numerous ways

to control the ion energy [6, 7]. Sharma et al [8] have shown control through

changing the driving frequency and rfVoltage. This varies the plasma potential

and ultimately aids in tailoring the ion energy distribution into the grounded

wall.

Ion flux into the substrate and plasma density are important parameters as

they determine how many electrons reach the substrate to create an interaction.

The ion flux in itself is the rate of ions reaching the substrate. The plasma den-

sity plays a role in determining the ion flux; If the sheath is collisionless, then

the ion flux into the substrate is the number of ions leaving the bulk plasma,
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going into the sheath and reaching the substrate. This can be controlled using

an rfplasma. Sharma et al have [8] shown that plasma density can be controlled

by varying the RF driving voltage and the driving frequency. The number of

electron-neutral collisions causing ionization, and subsequently plasma density

both increase by increasing the driving frequency [9].

1.4.1 Very high frequency domain

Typically, rfplasmas are driven by a waveform oscillating at f = 13.56MHz.

This frequency was allocated for industrial application so it does not to interfere

with communications. It has been shown that increasing the rf frequency into

the very high frequency (VHF) band (30MHz - 300MHz) is beneficial for certain

plasma processes[9].

Through particle in cell (PIC) simulation, it has been shown that plasma

density can be increased by increasing the driving frequency [10]. Vahedi et. al

have also shown through PIC simulation that increasing the driving frequency

results in a higher plasma density, and have also shown a lower plasma potential

and smaller sheath width, which leads to a lower ion energy into the wall [11].

Moreover it has been shown that in a plasma enhanced chemical vapour depo-

sition system, the deposition rate increased by up to a factor of 4 when driving

frequency was changed from 30MHz to 115MHz, without causing ion induced

damage [12].

1.5 Differential power coupling

The focus of this thesis is the modelling of a multi-tile differentially powered

VHF CCP. This CCP is similar to a classic CCP, except one of the electrodes is

split into a 2D array of differentially powered tiles (shown in figure 1.5). While
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one tile is at a maximum in voltage, the adjacent tile is at a minimum in voltage.

This results in a current path that moves parallel to the face of the tiles, joining

plasma current that is moving away from one sheath with plasma current that

moves towards the sheath at the adjacent tile. We define this current as the

”coupled current”.

Figure 1.5: Differential power coupling. (a) shows current moving across the
plasma boundary as in a symmetric CCP. (b) shows the electric field due to a
variation in plasma potential oscillation driving a current parallel to the face
of the tiles. (c) shows the magnetic dipole between adjacent tiles, driving an
induced electric field that brings current from one tile to the adjacent tile. [1]

Tiles are differentially powered, such that current going into the left tile is

I = I0 sin(ωt) and current into the adjacent tile is driven by I = I0 sin(ωt+ π).

Discussed previously, the rfcurrent drives a plasma potential oscillation in the

plasma in front of the tiles. The plasma potential in front of the left tile is

oscillating 180 degrees out of phase with the plasma potential in front of the

adjacent tile, driving an electric field in the plasma parallel to the tiles. This

electric field drives some of the coupled current.
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There is also an electromagnetic phenomenon driving the coupled current;

Observing figure 1.5 (c), While current is pushed into the back of the left tile,

current is pulled out of the back of the right tile. The rfCurrent travels on the

surface of the tiles, creating magnetic fields oscillating at the same frequency.

At the depicted moment in time, current travels into the left tile. On the right

side of the left tile (at the tile-plasma interface), the current on the tile creates

a magnetic field in the -ẑ-direction. This magnetic field is created between the

tile-tile gap and in the chamber just above this portion of the tile. On the

right tile, a magnetic field is created on the left side of the tile (again at the

tile-plasma interface). This magnetic field is also in the -ẑ-direction, in phase

with the magnetic field created by the other tile. This results in a time-varying

magnetic dipole in the tile-tile gap, extending into the plasma volume. By Fara-

day’s law (∇× E = −∂B
∂t ), this magnetic field creates an induced electric field

that drives current in a loop around this magnetic dipole. In the plasma region

above the tile-tile gap, the induced electric field points horizontally, parallel to

the face of the tiles. This means that current moving away from one tile expe-

riences this horizontal electric field, moves parallel to the face of the tiles and

joins the current moving towards the adjacent tile.

Some of the current moving away from the tile becomes ”coupled current”

and joins with current moving towards the adjacent tile. This means that cur-

rent density on the powered electrode does not equal the current density on

the unpowered electrode. A high plasma density, and a high ion flux can be

achieved without having a high rfcurrent density at the unpowered electrode

(where surface interactions would take place). Low rfcurrent density at the

unpowered results in a low sheath voltage and hence a low ion bombardment

energy at the unpowered electrode. This results in a system that can achieve
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high ion flux, and high plasma density while maintaining a low ion energy at

the substrate.

The dynamics of this system of been postulated in various publications [13,

1, 14], but have never been fully understood. First, in chapter 3 we develop and

understand the physics of this rfCCP. In chapter 4 we show how the plasma

scales with increasing the amplitude of the driving current.
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2 Fundamentals of plasma simulation

2.1 What are plasma simulations

Plasma simulations are computer-based models that are used to study the be-

haviour of plasmas. Due to the complex nature of plasmas, it is often difficult

to understand what is happening in the plasma at a fundamental level. Plasma

simulations allow researchers to study the behaviour of plasmas under a wide

range of conditions, such as different temperatures, densities, and magnetic field

strengths, without conducting any physical experiment. This allows researchers

to gain insight into various useful diagnostics, such as electron temperature

(Te), the electron energy distribution function (EEDF), time-varying electric

and magnetic fields, plasma currents and many more.

There are many different types of plasma simulations, and the specific meth-

ods used depend on the problem being studied and the level of detail required.

Some common methods for simulating plasmas include particle-in-cell (PIC)

simulations, fluid simulations, and hybrid simulations that combine both PIC

and fluid approaches.

Plasma simulations are often used in conjunction with other tools and tech-

niques, such as analytical models, experiments, and observations, to better

understand the behaviour of plasmas in different environments. They are an

important tool for researchers in fields such as astrophysics, materials science,

chemical engineering, and fusion energy research, among others.

2.2 Types of plasma simulation

In fluid simulations, the plasma behaves as a fluid in a magnetic field acted on

by a Lorentz force [15]. There is no notion of individual particles; electrons

and ions are seen as fluids that respond to electric and magnetic fields. This
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approach implicitly assumes that the plasma is collisional with particles having

Maxwellian distributions. The time scale of these simulations is on the order of

the electron ion collision frequency.

In Hybrid simulations, electrons are still seen as fluids, but ions are seen as

particles that respond to electromagnetic forces [16]. This allows researchers

to study the behaviour of ions at smaller time scales (up to the ion cyclotron

frequency) and shows more accurate modelling of the ions as no assumptions are

made about the ion distribution. The ion distribution function has dimensions

(3 velocity and 3 position) and many ions must be simulated to get an accurate

representation of their dynamics, this means that more computational power is

required to simulate hybrid models than fluid models.

In “particle in cell” (PIC) models, the simulation volume is mapped onto

a grid. For every gridcell there exists some electric and magnetic field. Elec-

trons and ions are both considered to be particles which experience the forces

in their given grid cells. Electrons move much faster than ions, meaning that

the time-step for the evolution of these simulations must be much smaller to

adequately resolve the electron motion; The electron plasma frequency (ωpe) is

the fastest response time for a PIC simulation and must be resolved. A large

number of electrons and ions must be simulated in order to get an accurate rep-

resentation of their distribution. In 3 dimensional PIC codes, ions and electrons

have a 6 dimensional distribution function (3 velocity and 3 position). The

smaller timescale of the simulation along with simulating millions of particles

makes PIC the most computationally expensive of the three methods discussed.

PIC simulations include the full kinetics of individual electrons and ions in mo-

tion and thus can simulate the behaviour of the plasma much more accurately;

The resolution of electron motion allows such codes to simulate dynamics of

rfsheaths, and various other effects occuring at the rftime scale.
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In this thesis, PIC simulations have been conducted. The plasma that is

being simulated has a driving frequency of 160MHz. Historically in rfCCPs

electron transport through the sheath are not solved accurately by fluid or

hybrid codes. Due to this there is a need to simulate this plasma system using

PIC simulations.

2.3 Operation of a Particle in Cell code

In PIC simulations, a model of the plasma is created by simulating electron

and ion behaviour when acted on by electric and magnetic fields. The velocities

and positions of electrons are updated through Newton’s equations of motion.

Electric and magnetic fields are both applied externally and calculated from

charge and current densities in the plasma.

PIC simulations are an iterative process (Figure 2.1). A computational cycle

is defined, and then repeated for a set amount of timesteps. The locations all

boundaries, regions and source in the simulation are defined, and a grid is

imposed over these boundaries. The intersections of the grid are nodes and

the squares (cubes in 3D) between gridlines are cells. Particles are described

by their position and velocity coordinates. The particles can be collected and

averaged such that a charge density and current is known at cells in the grid.

In this way current density and charge density can be stored in a matrix of

dimensions: [number of cells in x direction, number of cells in the y direction].

Electric field and magnetic field at all gridcells are calculated using a field solver

(see section 2.5). With the field solver, the current density, charge density and

previous electric and magnetic fields in adjacent locations on the grid are used

to solve a set of equations to calculate a new set of electric and magnetic fields

at this location. After this, at each cell the force is calculated using the Lorentz

Force F = q · (E + v × B). The particles experience the force at the cell in
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which they are calculated, or a weighted average of forces from adjacent cells.

Particles are accelerated in the direction of the force. Then equations of motion

(Section 2.4) are used to give the particles new positions and velocities. This

process is called the computational cycle, and is completed millions of times to

reach a state where the plasma simulation yields a result.

Figure 2.1: Computational cycle for a particle in cell program

The code used in this Thesis is Xoopic [2]. Xoopic is a fully kinetic particle

in cell code with 2 spatial degrees of freedom and 3 degrees of freedom in velocity

space.

2.4 Particle movement

In Xoopic [2] particles are updated according to the leapfrog method. The

leapfrog method is a way to update particle position and velocity asynchronously

in order to achieve a more stable simulation. Leapfrog method is used in many

plasma simulations, as it requires very little memory, and has vanishing error

as ∆t approaches 0. Forces and positions are calculated at integer multiples

of the timestep, while velocities are calculated at half integer timesteps. The

equations of motion are as follows:

m
dv

dt
= F (2.1)
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dx

dt
= v (2.2)

To solve these equations, a number of different numerical methods can be used.

In Xoopic, finite difference methods for the equations of motion are used. In

the 1st equation of motion (Newton’s 2nd Law), dv
dt is approximated by taking

the change in velocity as the difference in velocity at two half integer timesteps,

and dividing by the time between these two measurements.

m
vt+ 1

2∆t − vt− 1
2∆t

∆t
= Ft (2.3)

At time t, we know the force (Calculated from field solver, (see section

2.5)) and the velocity at time t − 1
2∆t, vt− 1

2∆t is known. This equation can

be rearranged to calculate vt+ 1
2∆t. When vt+ 1

2∆t is known, the position of the

particle can be updated. This is done by using the basic knowledge that velocity

is the rate of change of time with respect to position v = dx
dt .

xt+∆t − xt

∆t
= v (2.4)

The velocity is assumed to be the constant value of vt+ 1
2∆t between t and

∆t. At time t+ 1
2∆t, the velocity at xt and vt+ 1

2∆t are known, and can be used

to calculate xt+∆t. The positions and velocities of particles have been updated,

and are weighted to points on the grid to calculate current densities and charge

densities. These current and charge densities are used to calculate a new set of

electric and magnetic fields (which are then used as input for the particle mover

at the next timestep).

At the beginning of the simulation, to allow for temporal offset between

position and velocity, Force is calculated at t=0. This is used to calculate
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velocity at t = − 1
2∆t.

The number of particles in a CCP is often between 1014 and 1018. Simulating

this many particles takes a lot of computational power, as all particles need to

be pushed individually at every timestep. In PIC simulations, a superparticle is

defined, which is a single particle with the mass and charge of many individual

particles. This superparticle acts as many particles in the same place at the

same time. Superparticles are often defined to have the mass and charge of

tens of millions to hundreds of millions individual particles, thus reducing the

compute time by a factor of tens of millions.

2.5 Field Solvers

In PIC simulations of plasmas generally there are 2 solvers used; An electrostatic

solver and an electromagnetic solver. In an electrostatic solver, the Poisson

equation (equation 2.5) is solved computationally at every point in the simula-

tion. Poisson’s equation calculates an electric potential at every gridcell in the

simulation, and pushes particles according to the electric field created by this

potential (E = ∇ϕ). Electrostatic solvers do not consider the electromagnetic

fields, thus they are useful when there are static magnetic fields, or when electric

and magnetic fields are changing very slowly.

∇2Φ =
ρ

ε
(2.5)

In electromagnetic solvers, Ampere’s law (equation 2.6) and Faraday’s Law

(equation 2.7) are solved iteratively at every point on the grid [17]. This allows

electromagnetic codes to simulate induced electromagnetic effects, with time-

varying electric and magnetic fields. Even though Xoopic is a 2D 3V code,

the electric and magnetic fields must be known in three dimensions. Particles

have velocities in three dimensions, and experience forces pushing them in this
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third dimension (even if the simulation always assumes they live in a 2D plane).

Moreover, the equations used in an electromagnetic solver use the curl of electric

and magnetic fields in the update equations. These equations would not give

valid results if the fields were only known in two dimensions.

∇×B = µJ + εµ
∂E

∂t
(2.6)

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(2.7)

For our differentially powered rfplasma source, the system are powered by

currents at frequencies in the MHz band, meaning that electric fields are chang-

ing on the order of MHz. There are changing electric and magnetic fields os-

cillating at these frequencies. Therefore, many of the physical effects in this

rfplasma source cannot be captured by electrostatic solvers, thus it is necessary

to simulate this rfplasma source with an electromagnetic solver.

The timestep dt is often very small in comparison to rate at which fields

change, so it is reasonable to split dE
dt into Et+∆t−Et

dt . The same applies for dB
dt .

To store the three dimensional electric and magnetic fields, a Yee grid is used

[18]. A Yee grid is a way to define electric and magnetic fields in time and space

such that electric and magnetic fields are calculated asynchronously, but also

such that each dimension of the three dimensional electric and magnetic fields

are known at different locations of their given gridcell. This is done for stability

of the simulation. In this case, electric field is computed at integer timesteps

and magnetic field at half integer timesteps. To solve for electric field, Ampere’s

Law is used (equation 2.6). To solve for magnetic field, Faraday’s Law is applied

(equation 2.7). These equations are discretized below.
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Et+∆t =
dt

ε
·
(∇×Bt+ 1

2∆t

µ
− Jt

)
+ Et (2.8)

Bt+ 1
2∆t = −dt (∇× Et) +Bt− 1

2∆t (2.9)

To update the magnetic field (go from Bt− 1
2∆t to Bt+ 1

2∆t) the electric field is

must be known at time t and magnetic field at time t − 1
2∆t. The electric

field is known in three dimensional form, and the curl can be calculated. After

obtaining B at t + 1
2∆t, the electric field can be updated. The curl of the

magnetic field is calculated, and the current density (J) is known everywhere in

the simulation by weighting particle currents onto a point on the grid.

These equations can be solved iteratively, but at t = 0, neither electric nor

magnetic field is known. For this reason often a poisson solve is done at the

beginning of the simulation to use the charge distribution to calculate E(t = 0).

Another option is to initialise magnetic and electric fields at zero and to allow

them to reach a self-consistent value over a certain number of timesteps. A

third option is to initialise fields to some pre decided value or function, in order

to speed up convergence of the simulation.

2.6 Stability criteria for electromagnetic PIC codes

If care is not taken in setting up the initial conditions of the simulation, this

can result in the simulation becoming unstable. In an unstable simulation,

quantities such as plasma density, and electric or magnetic fields can increase

exponentially. This is known as numerical heating [19]. In some scenarios, the

plasma density and strength of the fields is seen to drop due to improper initial

conditions, and this is known as numerical cooling. If incorrect initial condi-

tions are used this can also result in a poor model of the plasma system; The
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simulation executes, but converges to a steady state that is not representative

of the physics occurring in the simulation. The timestep of the simulation, the

grid-size and the number of particles in the simulation are crucial parameters

for achieving stability in the simulation [20].

The Debye length (λD) of the plasma must be of the same order as the cell

size in the grid [21]. This is the scale length of the plasma, and not resolving

the Debye length (λD) will result in an inaccurate model of the plasma, and

when the cell size is much greater than the Debye length (∆x ≈ O(10 ·λD)), the

simulation can become numerically unstable. Plasma sheaths are often a few

Debye lengths long, and cannot be resolved when the cell size is much larger

than the Debye length.

A particle cannot travel a distance greater than one cell length in a single

timestep. In the electromagnetic case this further restricted to a photon. This

is known as the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition. If this criterion is

violated, particles don’t adequately respond to local fields; Information travels

too far in a single timestep, leading to numerical instability.

The timestep must be small enough to resolve the plasma frequency ωpe,

the plasma frequency is chosen because it is often the shortest response time.

However, if there is a timescale in the simulation that is shorter than the plasma

frequency then the timestep must be altered in order to resolve this. Birdsall et.

al [22] states that in the usual leapfrog scheme, the simulation becomes unstable

when ωpe∆t > 2, however in practice the timestep is often set to values much

smaller than this. This is done so that the trajectory of the electron can be

adequately resolved. The electron trajectory is important as electrons drive the
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change in charge density and current density. If the electron trajectories are

not resolved correctly, the charge and current density are calculated incorrectly.

This results in unphysical electric and magnetic fields.

A large number of particles is desirable in each cell. Statistical fluctuations

are often the source of numerical heating, and having a large number of particles

per cell reduces the chance of statistical fluctuations. Moreover, with a small

number of particles, the velocity distribution cannot be resolved accurately in

each cell, which can affect the physical results of the simulation. When starting

the simulation, one must consider the trade-off between superparticle size (and

consequently accuracy of simulation) and the amount of time it will take for the

simulation to converge.
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3 Investigation of power coupling in a differen-

tially powered multi-tile VHF CCP using par-

ticle in cell simulation

3.1 Introduction

Low pressure radio frequency (rf) capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs) are an

essential tool for surface processing, such as plasma etching and plasma deposi-

tion processes in the microelectronic industry [23, 24, 25, 26], where synergistic

effects of electron-driven gas chemistry, and ion-driven surface reactions enable

the plasma processes. The ion flux to a surface (Γi) and the gas activation rate

(R) are given by

Γi = e ∗ ne ∗ vB (3.1)

where vB =
√
kB ∗ Te/mi is the Bohm speed, ne is the plasma density at the

sheath edge and

R = ne ∗ keg ∗ ng (3.2)

where keg is the rate-constant, and ng is the density of that chemical precursor,

and ne is th average plasma density. Loosely speaking, increasing electron

density (ne) increases both ion flux (Eqn.3.1) and chemical activation of the

process gas (Eqn.3.2), resulting in increased manufacturing-tool productivity,

provided the ion energy remains appropriate for the desired surface reactions.

Many challenging processes and solutions employ CCPs. The ion flux and

ion impact energy are crucial parameters for many surface processes. Differing

hardware solutions have been developed to optimize different processes; For ex-

ample, high aspect ratio contact etch (HARC) is a plasma process often used
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in the semiconductor industry, which requires a very high ion energy and high

ion-flux [27]. In plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) high

plasma density, low ion bombardment energy, and high ion flux are desirable as

they yield high processing rates and minimal substrate damage [28].

Figure 3.1: 3 geometric configurations of CCP coupling. a) shows a symmetric
CCP with two electrodes of equal area. b) shows an asymmetric CCP, where
one electrode has a larger area than the other. c) shows a seemingly symmetric
CCP (powered to un-powered area) but where one electrode is split into two
differentially powered tiles.

A CCP consists of two electrodes, with a plasma region between the elec-

trodes. It is typical to place a ’blocking capacitor’ (see Figure 1) in series with

the power feed such that over an rf -cycle there is zero net current. Initially,

due to the high mobility of electrons, the electron flux into the walls is much

larger than the ion flux into the walls, giving the plasma a positive potential

(with respect to the walls). The region where this potential difference exists is

known as the sheath region. When tiles are driven at rf , the sheath approxi-

mates a capacitor where C = ϵ0Aelectrode

dsheath
, and |Z| ∝ 1

ωC . The rfcurrent in the

tile is turned into displacement current in the sheath. This potential difference

between the bulk plasma and the electrode boundary accelerates ions into the

electrodes. A substrate can be placed on one of the electrodes and the acceler-

ating ions in the sheath interact with the substrate when they strike the surface.

Figure 3.1 shows three different configurations of CCP. Figure 3.1(a) shows
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a symmetric CCP where both electrodes have equal area. The current density

at the powered electrode must be the same as the current density on the unpow-

ered electrode, and thus the ion energy is the same at either electrode. Figure

3.1(b) shows an asymmetric CCP where the powered electrode has a smaller

area than the unpowered electrode, this results in a lower current density and

a smaller sheath voltage at the unpowered electrode. Placing a substrate on

the larger electrode results in a lower ion energy at the substrate. The third

configuration shown in Figure 3.1(c), shows a system that looks similar to the

symmetric system. There are two equal area electrodes, however one of the

electrodes has been split into two differentially powered tiles. The dynamics of

this differentially powered system will be the focus of this paper.

In a symmetric CCP (Figure 3.1(a))), when the driving frequency is high

enough (≥10MHz), the sheaths are capacitive [29] and there is a sinusoidal

plasma potential oscillation (Vp(t) = Vp0 +
Vpk

2 [1 + sin(ωt)]), where Vp0 arises

due to the mobility difference between electrons and ions resulting in an offset

voltage between the plasma and a floating boundary. At low pressure the sheaths

are collisionless and ion energy onto the boundary scales with the time averaged

plasma potential. In this system, the current that flows into one electrode, must

flow through the plasma and into the opposing tile; The current density, ion flux

and sheath voltage at one tile is the same as the current density, ion flux and

sheath voltage at the opposing tile. Increasing the power on the powered tile

increases both the current density (and thus plasma density and ion flux) and

voltage (and thus ion energy) at both powered and unpowered electrodes [30].

It is beneficial to have high plasma density as this increases both the chemical

activation rate and ion flux (as above) at the boundaries which increases the

process-rate and thus tool-productivity, provided the process is compatible with
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any increase in ion energy. For many processes, including many atomic layer

processes (ALPs), a lower ion energy is necessary, to prevent damaging the sub-

strate [31, 32].

An asymmetric CCP, where the grounded electrode is larger than the pow-

ered electrode is shown in Figure 3.1(b). The current is continuous across the

system, thus with the two sheaths in series (capacitive) a larger rfvoltage oc-

curs at the smaller area electrode. In steady state, this results in a large Vrf

on the small electrode with a large negative DC bias. The large area electrode

has a comparably smaller Vrf in comparison to the small area electrode. With

this DC bias is established, the electrode collects electrons over a much smaller

fraction of the rfcycle, causing the plasma potential to be unperturbed for most

of the rfcycle. This creates a small plasma potential oscillation (as large as Te

[3]) during the period of electron collection that moves at higher harmonics of

the driving frequency [1].

Using asymmetric discharges (Figure 3.1(b)), where the one tile has a smaller

area than the other tile, high rfcurrent density and ion energy can be achieved

at the small area electrode, while low rfcurrent density and ion energy are

achieved at the large area electrode. Placing the substrate on the larger electrode

(often done in typical CVD systems) is, perhaps, the most used configuration of

semiconductor plasma processing. Placing the substrate on the smaller powered

electrode (often used in etch systems) enables high, directional (perpendicular

to the substrate) ion bombardment, which enables directionality and increases

etch-rate (and tool productivity) via energy deposition through the energetic

ions [33]. These asymmetric discharges can be difficult to achieve for a large

area substrate, particularly for small plasma volumes [34, 35, 36].

Increasing the rf frequency into the VHF band changes the sheath impedance
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and gives advantages over the classically-used 13.56MHz rfexcitation. Through

particle in cell (PIC) simulation [11] it has been shown that increasing fre-

quency into the VHF band (under constant voltage conditions) results in a

higher plasma density [37], and higher current density in the plasma. It has

also been observed experimentally that increasing frequency (under constant

power conditions) leads to lower ion energy into the substrate, a more desirable

plasma chemistry and higher ion flux. [29, 38]. Experimental work (by Abdel-

Fattah, etal [39]) found that increasing the frequency (in a range from 13MHz

up to 50MHz) resulted in an increasingly modified EEDF which is hypothesized

to be the cause of the more-desirable plasma chemistry. Results of PIC simula-

tion (by Sharma et al [40]) also show a modification in the EEDF as frequency

increases, from bi-maxwellian at lower frequency (27MHz), transitioning to a

concave EEDF (50MHz) along with an increase in plasma density at this tran-

sition frequency. Moreover, increasing frequency into the VHF band has shown

superior performance in ALE and ALD applications [41, 42] One limiting factor

is the wavelength of the driving frequency. As the quarter wavelength of the

driving frequency approaches the electrode-length, this results in a spatial varia-

tion in the rf -potential, ion energy, and thus process results across the substrate

[43].

To address the desire for higher frequency CCP over larger area, a new

topology CCP was developed where the powered CCP electrode is divided into

an array of tiles. By powering the tiles differentially (’neighbouring’ tiles at 180-

degree phase difference) [44] there is zero net current driven into the plasma,

and zero net rfcurrent at the grounded electrode. This is shown in Figure 3.1(c)

[44, 1, 13, ?].

Experimentally, the differential coupling is achieved with a 1:arbitrary-N
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power splitter [45] connected to the tile-array such that neighbouring tiles are

180-degrees out of phase (one output channel illustrated in Figure 1(c)). The

tiles remain small, so the plasma loaded wavelength of the driving frequency

is always long in comparison to the tile size. In such a plasma system, a high

current density enabling high plasma density can be achieved in front of the

powered tiles, while maintaining a low rfcurrent density and ion energy at the

unpowered substrate [1]. While plasma current moves towards one tile, plasma

current moves away from the adjacent tile, meaning that the resulting rfcurrent

density and ion energy at the substrate remain low. Since there is no limit to the

number of differentially powered tiles that can be used, this plasma is scalable

to larger area substrates.

The behaviour of the currents in this plasma have been postulated and de-

scribed in various conferences and publications [46, 13] but are not fully under-

stood. In this paper we use a Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation of this plasma,

to investigate the current paths and electromagnetic fields in the plasma. A 2D,

fully kinetic, electromagnetic, PIC code (Xoopic [2]) is used for these simula-

tions.

3.2 Description of the model and plasma system

The rfCCP shown in Figure 3.2 is simulated using the PIC Xoopic [2] An elec-

tromagnetic solver is employed, which will capture both the electromagnetic and

electrostatic fields in the plasma. In Xoopic, the boundaries of the simulation

are defined (Figure 3.2) in the input file and boundary conditions are asserted

depending on what type of boundary is used. The simulation is divided into a

2D grid (like in any typical PIC code), at each location on the grid, Faraday’s

Law (eqn 3.3) and Ampere’s Law (eqn 3.4) are solved computationally to cal-
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culate electric and magnetic fields in 3 dimensions. The electric and magnetic

fields are then used to calculate a Lorentz force, which is used to update particle

position and velocity. This is an electromagnetic solver, as induced electric and

magnetic are considered in this type of solver. This is different from an electro-

static solver which typically solves the Poisson equation and does not consider

induced electric and magnetic fields.

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(3.3)

∇×B = µJ + εµ
∂E

∂t
(3.4)

The input to the model is the 2 dimensional structure of the simulation

(Figure 3.2), and the sinusoidal current waveform that drives the tile (details of

this are described further in this subsection and in the appendix). More oper-

ational parameters of the simulation can be found in a table in the appendix.

Electric fields, magnetic fields and particle currents in the plasma volume are

self-consistent outputs of Xoopic.

The 2-D simulation boundary is an ideal conductor 200mm wide (x̂) and

40mm high (ŷ) and ’infinite’ in depth (ẑ). The top (grounded) boundary is

covered with a thin dielectric to simulate a substrate for plasma treatment.

Both side-walls are exposed ground surfaces enabling the system to reach a self-

consistent net-charge condition independent of the starting plasma distribution.

At the lower boundary there is an electrode comprised of 6 (six) tiles with sur-

faces exposed to the plasma. Tiles are set in a dielectric to provide isolation

from the grounded, lower boundary and to exclude the plasma from the region

under/between the tiles resulting in a plasma volume of 200mm wide by 37mm
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high. Individual tiles are 25mm wide by 1.25mm high, and the tile-tile gap

is 7mm . The tiles are powered such that current into the back of one tile

is 180 degrees out of phase with the current into the adjacent tiles. The cen-

tral four tiles are powered (Tiles 2,3,4 and 5), and the two tiles near the outer

walls are unpowered. The unpowered volume adjacent to the grounded bound-

ary facilitates a self-consistent charge-balance solution for the PIC code in the

sheaths and DC-bias on the powered tiles. More operational parameters can be

found in the appendix. Details of this plasma volume (above Tile1andT ile6) do

not materially affect the behaviour (power coupling) of the plasma above the

two central tiles (Tiles 3 & 4). Note that the differentially-powered, multi-tile

topology CCP is fundamentally extensible by adding additional pairs of powered

tiles.

Figure 3.2: Simulated plasma chamber, analysed area in the blue dotted rect-
angle. Tiles labelled 1-6, and will be referred to as such.

The rfcurrent at 160MHz is coupled to each tile via a current-injection-

region between the bottom grounded boundary and a 1mm×1mm metal ’stub’

which is part of the under-side of the tile (more details in appendix). Figure 3.2

shows differential-coupling to pairs of tiles, as realized in experimental systems,
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but in the simulation each tile is powered individually. Driving function for the

central two tiles is shown below.

IT3 = I0 cos(ωt+ π)

IT4
= I0 cos(ωt)

(3.5)

The plasma volume (200mm x 37mm) is filled with argon gas at a pressure

of 50mTorr and initialized with a uniform charge density. Electron-neutral

collisions are modelled using Monte-Carlo techniques. The argon chemistry

set includes only single-step ionization with a threshold energy of 15.76 eV and

includes full momentum transfer cross subsections affecting electron motions.

While multi-step ionization is known to affect results in VHF plasma modelling

[8] we do not believe this affects the interpretation of the power coupling from

tiles to plasma described below.

The simulation is run to a steady-state condition and self-consistent pa-

rameters of the plasma are determined. The average plasma density over the

entire plasma volume was measured to be 5.3× 1015 /m3. Debye length (λD =√
ε0 kBTe

nee2
) is λD = 0.165mm. Plasma frequency (ωpe =

√
nee2

meε0
) is ωpe =

4.54 × 109 Hz, and the collisionless skin depth (δ = c
ωpe

) is δ = 66mm. The

EEDF has a bulk population with a temperature of approximately 3.0 eV with

a significant hot tail extending beyond 20 eV. Tile voltage is found to be

VT (t) = VDC + Vrf sin(wt + Φ), where VDC measured to be -17V and Vrf was

measured as 37V (Description of how VTile is determined is in the Appendix).

These parameters will be considered throughout the rest of the chapter.
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3.3 Power Coupling

3.3.1 Electromagnetic power coupling

Figure 3.3 shows a detailed view as highlighted in the blue-box in Figure 3.2,

including the ⟨Tile3 − Tile4⟩ push-pull pair. Red arrows in the external circuit

show the rfcurrent path at a single moment in time. Note in the push-pull

configuration, at the tile-plasma boundary, current on the right half of the left

tile and left half of the right tile are both in -x̂ direction.

Currents on the top of the tiles (Ix̂) produce magnetic fields in the adjacent

plasma volume (Bẑ), extending into the plasma region. Additionally, the Iŷ

on the sides of the tile (and the Ix̂ under the tile) produce a magnetic dipole

in the volume between the tiles (Bẑ). For the small tiles (l/λrf << 1) the

current is in-phase, and thus the associated magnetic fields (from all segments

in this ’unit-cell’ of the extensible plasma source) are in-phase. Under a 1st-

order approximation that the plasma density and plasma-boundary position

are constant across the face of the tile, then the magnitude of the tile-current

scales linearly from zero at the tile-center to a maximum at the tile-edge. The

rfmagnetic field above the tiles scales with the rfcurrent on the tile face. For the

geometry presented here the dipole magnetic field has the same amplitude as the

tile-edge magnetic field. Evaluating the magnetic field in the first-cell above the

tiles/dielectric, Bz(x) has approximately the following functional dependency:

Bz(x) =


2.5× 10−6 T ∗ x

12.5mm x ∈ [0mm, 12.5mm]

2.5× 10−6 T x ∈ [12.5mm, 19.5mm]

2.5× 10−6 T ∗ −(x−32)
12.5mm x ∈ [19.5mm, 32mm]

 (3.6)

where the center of Tile3 is defined at x = 0mm, and the center of Tile4 is

defined at x = 32mm. As a point of reference, at the first cell above the dielec-
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Figure 3.3: (a) Magnetic fields generated by currents on the surface of electrodes,
induced electric field due to time varying magnetic field. Red arrows show
currents travelling on the surface of the tile. (b) Current coupled from one tile
to adjacent tile due to the induced electric field created by the magnetic field
between the tiles. The orange arrows represent the current path due to the
induced EMF created by the changing magnetic field.

tric in the center of the tile-tile gap the magnetic field approaches 3.0× 10−6 T.

This is attributed to rfcurrents on the side of the tile (facing tile-tile gap) con-

tributing to the magnetic field).
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By Faraday’s law (∇ × E = −∂B
∂t ), this changing magnetic dipole induces

a horizontal electric field (Ex in Figure 3.3(a)) in the plasma, driving plasma

current in the x̂-direction. This plasma current connects the plasma volume

above one tile to the plasma volume above an adjacent tile. The current path is

shown in Figure 3.3(b), and will be referred to as the ’coupled current’ from now

on. In the conductive plasma the magnetic field is limited to the boundary of

the plasma with scaling of the collisionless skin depth δ = c
ωpe

convoluted with

the near-field scaling of the spatially-restricted magnetic dipole (B̃ = B1

(
y
s

)2
)

where s gives the scaling parameter, somewhere between the tile-tile-gap (the

space between adjacent tile edges where the vacuum magnetic field is observed)

and the tile-center to tile-center distance [47].

3.3.2 Electrostatic power coupling

There is also a purely electrostatic phenomenon occurring in the plasma bound-

ary region adjacent to the tile-face which causes a local oscillation in the plasma

potential. With adjacent tiles being 180-degrees out of phase with each other,

there is an rf -Vp at one tile which is out-of-phase with an rf -Vp at the adjacent

tile. This results in a plasma potential difference between the volume in front of

Tile3 vs Tile4. This potential gradient results in an electric field which drives

current in the x̂-direction, parallel to the plasma boundary.

The origin of the plasma potential oscillation comes from the fact that an

individual tile operates as a small, asymmetrically powered electrode, and the

observation that the powered tiles take on a DC bias potential. Thus the period

of the rfoscillation during which electrons are collected (to balance the ion

charge collected uniformly over the rfcycle) is reduced. This can result in a

momentary positive-swing in the sheath-edge plasma potential exactly when

the tile passes through the peak voltage and electrons are being drawn from
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the plasma. This typically occurs with large rfvoltages and large DC-biases

(and thus very short electron collection) and thus the ’burst’ of electron current

required affects the local plasma potential. This is also seen in plasmas with

light ions, such that the rf -period averaged ion charge is comparably large, and

so-called field-reversal has been observed [48, 49].

The differentially powered plasma system does not, at first glance, suggest

field reversal should be a significant result for the heavy mass ions and relatively

small rfand dc voltages. However, the rf frequency is only a factor of 4.5 be-

low the average plasma frequency. The typical approximation of ωrf ≪ ωpe no

longer holds, and the inductance of the plasma electrons becomes more signif-

icant; A local penetration of external electric field into the plasma beyond the

sheath seems realistic and the perturbation would be expected to be as large

as Te [3]. Note this is a purely electrostatic phenomena. The rf -phase for the

peak plasma potential oscillation is at the peak tile voltage, which is 90-degrees

delayed from the peak current; That is, the electrostatic field is in-phase with

the electromagnetic field. Consider a moment in rf -phase when VT3 is a maxi-

mum negative value (−54V ) and the plasma potential profile would match the

pre-sheath ŷ shape to satisfy the Bohm criterion; At this same moment VT4 is

at a maxima (+20V ) which could be as much as Te greater than the quiescent

value of the floating potential, Vp0, where Vp0 without rf -current in the sheaths

should be 15V . A first approximation of the plasma potential oscillations would

be a sinusoidal oscillation combined with a 3rd-harmonic to temporally restrict

the period over which the perturbation in Vp occurs. (The plasma frequency

is higher than the third harmonic, but lower than the 5th harmonic.) The re-

sultant current in the x̂-direction is in phase with, and in the same direction

with, the EM-”coupled-current” so both phenomena need to be considered when

talking about ”coupled current”.
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3.3.3 Plasma density

Figure 3.4: Contour plot of electron density in the plasma volume at two mo-
ments in the rfcycle; a) Voltage on tile 3 is at a maximum, b) voltage on tile 4
is at a maximum. A very small change in density (≈ 1%) in plasma in front of
adjacent tiles is observed over the rfcycle.

A contour plot of the electron density in the plasma volume is displayed in

Figure 3.4. The location of the tiles has been edited into the plot for clarity.

Figure 3.4(a) shows plasma density when current into Tile3 and Tile5 is at a

maximum, and current into Tile2 and Tile4 is at a minimum. Figure 3.4(b)

shows plasma density when current into Tile2 and Tile4 is at a maximum, and
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current into Tile3 and Tile5 is at a minimum. In both plots the average plasma

density is 5.3×1015m−3. A higher plasma density is observed near the powered

tiles, reaching almost double the average plasma density. This is where most of

the plasma current density moving away from the tiles changes direction and

becomes coupled current. Towards the substrate (y=40mm), the plasma density

decreases. In the plasma volume in front of Tile1 and Tile6, the plasma density

decreases rapidly.

Observing plasma density in front of the two central tiles, the plasma density

in front of Tile3 is similar to the plasma density in front of Tile4. When

measured over the rfcycle, there is little variation in the plasma density in

front of these tiles (only varies by approximately 1%).

3.4 Currents and magnetic fields

To understand the behaviour of the current coupling between two differentially

powered tiles, the region encompassing the two central tiles, and extending

across to the grounded surface (Figure 3.2, blue box) is analysed. Figure 3.5

shows (a) Current in the x̂-direction, (b) current in the ŷ-direction and (c) mag-

netic field in the ẑ-direction at the point in the rfcycle when current into the

back of Tile4 is at a maximum. Current shown in Figure 3.5 is conductive

current due to ion and electron motion (and does not show the displacement

current, thus the sheath region above the tiles, and the region containing di-

electric material are current free). As voltage-gradients in the bulk- plasma

are small, there is no charge accumulation, so the currents must be continuous.

Figure 3.6 shows the currents from Figure 3.5(a) and (b) in a quiver plot at 3

different moments in the rfcycle.

Observing Figure 3.5(b), current is driven into the Tile4, converted into dis-

placement current in the sheath and back into conductive current which moves
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Figure 3.5: rfcurrent in (a) the x̂ direction, (b) the ŷ direction, and (c) magnetic
field in ẑ direction between the two central tiles at the same point in time.

across the plasma in the ŷ-direction toward the grounded boundary (Figure

3.5(b), Tile4). Some of the current is converted into current in the x̂-direction

(Figure 3.5(a), between Tile3 and Tile4). The current in the x̂-direction is con-

verted back into current in the negative ŷ-direction Figure (3.5(b), Tile3), which

combines with a minority of current moving from the grounded boundary above

the Tile3, coupling into Tile3. Current in the ŷ-direction is at its strongest in

front of the tiles close to the sheath edge. Moving further into the plasma, the

current in the ŷ-direction decreases, meaning that the current changes direction

into the x̂-direction. This is consistent with the Figure 3.5(a) showing current in

the x̂-direction. There is a current in the −x̂-direction between the two central

tiles, showing a current parallel to the face of the tiles, this is the aforementioned

’coupled current’. Observing current in ŷ-direction in Figure 3.5(b), it can be

seen that there is a current which travels from the tile, to the substrate. Not

all the current couples between adjacent tiles. Some of the current makes it to

the other side of the plasma where it reaches the grounded substrate.

In Figure 3.5(c) it can clearly be seen that there is a dominant magnetic field

in the ẑ-direction between the tiles. This is due to the electromagnetic coupling
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mechanism described earlier (Figure 3.3). The magnetic field is strongest near

the tiles, and then decays as it moves into the plasma, due to the skin depth

of the plasma, and the scaling length due to the size of the magnetic dipole.

On the far right and far left sides of Figure 3.5(c), there are 2 regions with

large magnetic fields in the opposite direction. This is due to electromagnetic

coupling occurring between tiles 2 and 3 on the left, and tiles 4 and 5 on the

right, (tiles 2 and 5 are not in frame of the plot). These magnetic dipoles are

180 degrees out of phase with the magnetic dipole created between the Tiles 3

and 4.

Figure 3.6: Current path in simulation at three different phases. Figure 3.6(a)
is when current into the tiles is maximal at 0 degree phase (Tile3 powered with
current waveform I(t) = I0 sin (ωt+ ϕ)). Figure 3.6(c) shows current at 90
degree phase, when there is no coupled current between adjacent tiles. Figure
3.6(b) shows the transition between these two phases (45 degrees)

To further illustrate the current path of the plasma, the current path be-

tween the central tiles is shown in a quiver plot in Figure 3.6, at three different

moments in the rfcycle (ϕ = 0, ϕ = π/4 and ϕ = π/2. ϕ = 0 is defined as the
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moment in time where the current into Tile4 is maximal). The arrows represent

the instantaneous current vector at that location in the simulation (again, it is

showing only conductive, particle current, and does not include displacement

current in the sheaths). Looking at Figure 3.6(a), it can be seen that plasma

current couples from the Tile4 to Tile3. Above Tile4, plasma current is pushed

into the plasma. In the region between the tiles, the current has changed di-

rection and the coupled current is seen, moving parallel to the face of the tiles.

As this current approaches Tile3, it changes direction again and points towards

Tile3. 80% of the plasma current driven at the sheath edge, changes direction

and turns into coupled current parallel to the face of the tile, while only 20% of

the current pushed out makes it to the substrate.

Figure 3.6(b) is the intermediate state between maximal current coupling in the

plasma and minimal current coupling in the plasma. This shows the moment of

time in the rfcycle where current into the back of Tile4 is decreasing. This is at

phase ϕ = π/4, meaning that current amplitude is 0.707 of the maximum value.

This is reflected by a decreasing current in the plasma at the sheath edge and

there is a smaller amount of coupled current. A small rfcurrent at the grounded

tile is starting to build up. Figure 3.6(c) shows conductive current in the plasma

at a phase where the current into the tile is at minimum. At this moment Tile3

is at a minimum in voltage and Tile4 is at a maximum in voltage.

3.5 Power coupling in the plasma

To further understand the power coupling phenomena, the horizontal electric

field, coupled current and tile voltage from Xoopic were analysed over an rfcycle.

Spatial average magnitudes are calculated by averaging over a region 11mm wide

and 10mm high centered on the tile-tile boundary and extending vertically from

the sheath edge into the plasma. This region is chosen to measure horizontal
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Figure 3.7: a) tile voltage and driving current over an rfcycle, b) coupled cur-
rent, horizontal electric field and induced electric field over and rfcycle

electric field and coupled current, as this is the region between the plasma where

current coupling is the strongest (see Fig.3.5).

Figure 3.7(a) shows Tile3 driving current in green and voltage in black. VTile

is sinusoidal and is observed to lag the driving current by 89.47 degrees. In Fig-

ure 3.7(b) average coupled current is plotted in grey, and average horizontal

electric field in blue. In brown, the theoretical induced electric field is shown

(Electrostatic and electromagnetic cannot be separated in Xoopic, so this is the

vacuum field as derived from the current using Faraday’s law), which lags the

driving current by 90 degrees. The horizontal electric field lags the voltage on

the tile and vacuum electric field by 7 degrees. The coupled current lags the
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Figure 3.8: Result of a fourier transform of horizontal electric field, showing
relative amplitude of frequencies.

horizontal electric field by 75 degrees, meaning that the coupled current is in-

ductive, due to inertia of electrons in the plasma. The coupled current is 173

degrees out of phase with the current into the right tile, and it is 7 degrees

out of phase with the current into the back of the left tile. This means that

there is a continuous current path for plasma current moving away from one

tile, changing direction to move parallel to the face of the tile and then into the

sheath at the face of the adjacent tile.

horizontal electric field was observed over 5 rfcycles, and a Fourier transform

was performed. The output of the Fourier transform is shown in Figure 3.8. As

expected, the horizontal electric field is dominantly first harmonic, oscillating

at the driving frequency. The measured electric field has a significant third har-

monic component (≈ 20%) and some fifth harmonic (≈ 7%). These harmonics

attributed to asymmetry in Vp in front of the tiles during the part of the rfcycle

when the tile voltage reaches Vmax, which is of electrostatic origin, described in
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the introduction.

3.6 Plasma response at a differentially-powered tile-pair

The question remains whether the coupled current is driven by the electrostatic

variation in plasma potential or the electromagnetic phenomenon. To answer

this question a simplified plasma model, Generalized Ohm’s Law is employed.

This model assumes that displacement current is zero, thus it is an electrostatic

approximation. If horizontal electric field and coupled current in the plasma

can be described by this model, it can be determined that these fields can be

of electrostatic origin. To further determine wwhich phenomenon drives the

coupled current, Faraday’s Law is solved in the plasma volume in front of the

tile-tile pair, to determine if the induced electric field is of comparable size to

the electric fields observed in the plasma.

3.6.1 Generalized Ohms law

Generalized Ohm’s Law can be derived from electron and ion equations of mo-

tion [50], assuming quasi-neutrality, and that dE
dt = 0. In a bulk plasma quasi-

neutrality can be assumed, and if the electric field is of electrostatic origin,

then the displacement current would be zero. Beginning at the electron and ion

equations of motion:

d

dt
(nemeue) +∇ · (nemeueue) = −∇ · P + ene (E + ue ×B) +Re (3.7)

d

dt
(nimiui) +∇ · (nimiuiui) = −∇ · P + eni (E + ui ×B) +Ri (3.8)

In the bulk plasma, The gas pressure is low (P = 50mT ), so the pressure
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term in this equation can be neglected. The magnetic fields are small enough

that the u×B term in the Lorentz Force can be neglected. Current is continuous

in the bulk plasma with no sources or sinks meaning that ∇·J = 0. This means

that the divergence term in the equations of motion can be assumed to be zero.

The remaining terms in the equations of motion are combined:

me
d

dt
(niui − neue) = e

(
ne +

me

mi
ni

)
· E −Re (3.9)

The bulk plasma is quasi-neutral (ni ≈ ne) and ions are slow in comparison

to electrons. This means that niui − neue can be expressed as neue = −J
e ,

where J is the current density. Re is the rates of change of electrons ions due

to collisions, and can be expressed as Re = µcJ . Subbing into the previous

equation results in Generalized ohms law (equation 3.10. Note that the plasma

frequency is ωpe =
√

nee2

mee
).

dJ

dt
= ε0ω

2
peE − νcJ (3.10)

Using outputs from Xoopic (electric fields and currents), we can evaluate

whether the Xoopic results fit this electrostatic approximation. ωpe = 4.54 ×

109Hz is the previously calculated plasma frequency, νc = 2 × 108Hz is the

electron collision frequency [51]. This equation is applied to the horizontal

electric field, and coupled current shown in Figure 3.7(b). Sine waves are fitted

to electric field and coupled current. From this fit, expressions for J(t), dJ(t)
dt ,

and E(t) are determined. Note, that the coupled current shown in Figure 3.7(b)

is current in the x-direction in that particular cell and must be divided by the

cell height (0.156mm) to calculate coupled current density, yielding a current

density amplitude of 192Am−2.
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νc · J(t) = 2× 108 · 192 sin (ωt) = 3.84× 1010 sin (ωt)
[
Am−2s1

]
(3.11)

ε0 · ω2
pe · E(t) = 8.85× 10−12 · 4.54× 109 · 1140 sin (ωt− 1.3)

ε0 · ω2
pe · E(t) = 20.4× 1010 sin (ωt− 1.3)

[
Am−2s−1

] (3.12)

dJ(t)

dt
= 192 · ω cos (ωt) = 19.2× 1010 cos (ωt)

[
Am−2s−1

]
(3.13)

These expressions were applied to equation 3.10, and the terms containing

J(t) and dJ(t)
dt were summed together. The result is plotted in Figure 3.9. If the

red curve and the blue curve are equal, then Generalized Ohm’s law is satisfied,

meaning that the coupled current and horizontal electric field fit the electrostatic

approximation. The two curves are almost in phase (4 degrees out of phase),

the amplitude of the two curves differs by 5%. This is a very good fit signaling

that the electrostatic approximation may be a good description for the electric

fields and currents in the plasma system. There are some approximations in

this calculation. The plasma density is considered to be the average plasma

density, but as shown in Figure 3.4, the electron density is larger near the

powered electrode than towards the unpowered substrate. The electron collision

frequency is an approximation and is determined by the electron temperature

and experimentally measured cross-subsections. The horizontal electric field

and coupled current are approximated as sine waves, but realistically they are

not perfect sine waves. These approximations add some error to the calculation.

To further explore whether we can fit this equation to the results of the Xoopic

simulation, an analytical model of Generalized ohms law is developed.

An analytical model of Ohm’s Law is created and fitted to Xoopic simulation

results. This model solves the following equations to determine expressions for

Current density and electric field.
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Figure 3.9: Terms from Generalized Ohms law plotted. The red curve shows
the combination of the dJ

dt + νcJ , and the blue curve plots ε0ω
2
peE. The curves

are almost equal, showing the model is a good fit.

The electrostatic approximation of Ampere’s Law, omitting displacement

current,

∇×B = µ0J (3.14)

Faraday’s Law,

∇× E =
∂B

∂t
(3.15)

And Generalized Ohm’s Law.

dJ

dt
= ε0ω

2
peE − νcJ (3.16)

Resultant fields are calculated in 2 dimensional space, to enable comparison

to the 2D fields in Xoopic. This model asserts an expression for magnetic field,

which is based on an observation of the self-consistent magnetic field from the

Xoopic simulation. Bz at the tile face is periodic over the tile-center spacing
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(Bz(x) ∝ cos( 2πxL )). The decay of Bz into the plasma has two components, a

component due to the periodic nature of the dipoles, and due to the skin depth-

shielding. Combining all expressions, results in the approximation of Bz(x, y, t).

Bz(x, y, t) = cos(
2πx

L
) · exp

−
√(

2π

L

)2

+

(
1

λSD

)2
 y · exp iωt (3.17)

Where L is a characteristic length in x-direction, and λSD is the skin depth

in the plasma.

In Figure 3.10 the resulting current densities from the analytical model are

compared to currents from the Xoopic simulations. The y-profile of the currents

from the analytical model are compared to the y-profile of the currents in the

Xoopic simulation. Currents in the y-direction are calculated at the tile-center,

in a region 10 cells wide stretching from y=8mm to y=40mm. Currents in the

x-direction are calculated in the center of the tile-tile gap in a region 10 cells

wide stretching from y=8mm to y=40mm.

In Figures c) and d) the pattern shows a four-fold symmetry. Current mov-

ing away from or towards adjacent tiles, with 180 degree phase shift between

adjacent tiles. In Figures a) and b), coupled current is observed between adja-

cent tiles. In both the x-direction and the y-direction, the Xoopic current shape

matches the shape of the output of the Generalized Ohm’s Law model. The

y-profile of the current both in the x-direction and y-direction accurately fits

the electrostatic approximation. This suggests that the electrostatic approxi-

mation can describe the current path observed in the Xoopic simulation, and

implies that the dominant mechanism for driving the coupled current is due to

the variation in electric potential.
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Figure 3.10: Analytical model current densities compared to self-consistent
Xoopic currents.(a) Jx from the analytical model, (b) Jx from Xoopic simu-
lation,(c) Jy from the analytical model, (d) Jy from Xoopic simulation driven
at 75A/m.

3.6.2 Faraday’s Law solution

To further understand whether the horizontal field is due to the electrostatic or

electromagnetic phenomenon, Faraday’s Law is solved in the system, along the

coupled current path. The equation is displayed below.

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

∂Ex

∂y − ∂Ey

∂x + ∂Bz

∂t = 0

Ex · L− 2Ey ·H +
∫∫

S
∂Bz

∂t · da = 0

(3.18)

The reason to solve this equation is to compare the strength of the induced

EMF from the time-varying magnetic field to the strength of the electric fields

observed in the Xoopic simulation. If the induced electric field from the time-

varying magnetic field is much smaller than the electric fields in the Xoopic

simulation, then the electromagnetic phenomenon cannot be the dominant phe-

nomenon for driving the coupled current. The three terms in this equation can

be calculated using Xoopic output electric and magnetic fields.
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Figure 3.11: Y profile of currents in analytical model vs Xoopic simulation.

A rectangle is defined spanning from the tile-center of Tile3 to the tile cen-

ter of Tile4 (32mm) extending 16mm into the plasma shown in Figure 3.12.

Faraday’s Law is solved in this region. Electric field in the y-direction has been

calculated as the average electric field from 8m in the plasma to 16mm in the

plasma. Electric field in the x-direction was calculated as the average electric

field from the tile-center of Tile4 to the tile-center of Tile3 at y=16mm. When

solving Faraday’s Law in this system, only the z-component of the equation is
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Figure 3.12: Path where Faraday’s Law is solved, with enclosed magnetic field.

considered, as this is the only component with significantly large values.

The resulting fields are shown in Figure 3.13. sine waves have been fit-

ted to all curves, with respective amplitudes calculated. The amplitude of the

individual components of equation 3.18 are shown below.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Electric Field in the x direction, (b) electric field in the y
direction and (c) Time derivative of the enclosed magnetic field (ωB · da).

Ex · L = 710V/m · 0.032m ≈ 23V

−2 · Ey ·H = 2 · 770V/m · 0.016 ≈ −24V∫∫
S

∂Bz

∂t · da = 1.2V

(3.19)
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The induced EMF from the time varying electric field is 1.2V which is much

smaller than the voltage across the plasma due to the fields observed in Xoopic

(23V and -24V, a factor of 20 larger than the induced field) in the x-direction

and y-direction respectively. It can be concluded that the horizontal electric

field, and coupled current fit the electrostatic approximation, with minimal in-

fluence from the electromagnetic phenomenon.

Note that in the electrostatic approximation, the terms containing electric

field should be equal. However there are various sources of error in this calcu-

lation. The electric fields are averaged in a region of space and are assumed to

be sinusoidal. We know there are some higher harmonics in the electric field

which is especially evident when observing the electric field in the y-direction.

However, the point remains that the electric fields observed are too large to be

described by the electromagnetic phenomenon.
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4 Variation in plasma coupling with drive cur-

rent

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, a differentially powered, VHF plasma system was described. A

’coupled current’ path was found in the plasma that couples plasma current

from one tile to the adjacent tile, and it was determined that this current path

came due to two physical phenomena; an electrostatic phenomenon, caused by a

spatio-temporal variation in the plasma potential, and an electromagnetic phe-

nomenon cause by a time-varying magnetic field in the space between two tiles.

To understand this plasma system better there is a need to see how the plasma

changes, under changes in input conditions. Harvey et. al [1] have shown exper-

imentally how some of the diagnostics in such a differentially powered system

evolve over time, but many of the scaling laws have never been investigated for

the comparably low voltage for the differentially powered VHF plasma system.

In this chapter we will investigate the plasma response, and in particular

the nature of the plasma currents as a function of the amplitude of the rftile

currents. A detailed description of the plasma system is given in Section 3.2.

The plasma system remains the same, but driving current is varied between 25A

and 175A.

4.2 Low current and high current experiments

The plasma volume shown in Figure 3.2 is simulated using Xoopic [2] and the

behaviour of the plasma with change in amplitude of drive current is observed.

In Figure 4.1, diagnostics of a ’low current’ simulation driven at 50A per tile is

observed. This figure shows current in x̂-direction, current in the ŷ-direction,

magnetic field in the ẑ-direction and plasma density in the plasma volume above
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Figure 4.1: 2D profiles across the center 4 tiles for a simulation driven at 50A.
Current in (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction, (c) Magnetic field in z-direction and
(d) electron density. Currents and magnetic fields are defined as the total current
or magnetic field in that particular cell.
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the central 4 tiles (with tiles labelled accordingly, Tile1 and Tile6 are out of

frame, an image of full simulation is shown in appendix).

In Figure 4.1(a)(b)(c), the power coupling discussed in the Section 3.3 is

observed. At this moment in time current is pulled out of the back of tiles 3

and 5 and current is pushed into tiles 2 and 4. This results in plasma current

moving away from the tiles into the plasma at tiles 2 and 4 and towards the tiles

at tiles 3 and 5 (seen in Figure 4.1(b)). Tiles 1 and 6 are driven at low current

(5% the magnitude of other tiles), to avoid strong effects between the plasma

and the walls (on the left and right) impacting the plasma in the volume at the

central 4 tiles. Plasma current moving away from tiles 2 and 4 changes direction

and moves horizontally, parallel to the face of the tiles (coupled current). This

is seen in the currents in the x̂-direction (Figure 4.1(a)). In the region between

tiles 3 and 4, plasma current moving away from Tile4 moves in the -x̂-direction

towards Tile3. This current then joins the current moving towards Tile3. This

forms a complete current path coupling current from Tile4 to Tile3. Current

density of the coupled current decreases with distance from the tile. The same

current coupling occurs between adjacent tile-tile pairs. There is also some

current that crosses the plasma to the grounded electrode at y=4cm. We will

refer to this current as ’substrate current’.

Observing magnetic field in the ẑ-direction (Figure 4.1)(c)), magnetic dipoles

are seen between adjacent tile-tile pairs, these magnetic dipoles are created by

rfcurrents on the surface of the tiles, and are thus rfoscillating magnetic fields

themselves. In the gap between tiles 3 and 4 magnetic field points out of the

page, and in the space between tiles 2 and 3, and between tiles 4 and 5 magnetic

field points into the page. These time-varying magnetic fields create an induced

electric field. Magnitude of magnetic field decreases as a function of distance

from the tiles, which is consistent with the decrease in coupled current density
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as a function of y-position.

Electron density is displayed in Figure 4.1(d). There are distinct vertical

lines in the electron density; This is an artefact of multi-threading in Xoopic,

and we believe that it does not affect the physics in the simulation (discussed in

the appendix). Plasma density is higher near the powered tiles. This is where

most of the plasma current density moving away from the tiles changes direc-

tion and becomes coupled current. Towards the substrate (y=4cm), the plasma

density is lower.

In contrast, Figure 4.2 shows results of a ’high current’ simulation driven

with 150A of driving current amplitude per tile. Note that the same plots have

been used, but scale of each of the plots has been changed.

In the ’high current’ simulation current is coupled between adjacent tiles

similarly to the ’low current’ simulation. However there are some differences

in the current coupling. Observing current in the ŷ-direction (Figure 4.2(b)),

above the central two tiles. Roughly halfway between the powered tiles and the

unpowered electrode, the current changes direction (y ∼ 2cm). This suggests

that the coupled current is confined to a smaller region in front of the tiles (Will

be shown more explicitly later). The current in the x̂-direction (Figure 4.2(a)),

again is strong in this region in front of the tile and decreases with distance

from the powered tiles.

In the high current simulation there are some differences in the magnetic

field (Figure 4.2(c)). Note that the scale of the magnetic field has gone from

2µT to 8µT, a large increase in magnetic field strength. Again, there is a

magnetic dipole between each tile-tile pair; the penetration depth of the dipole

between tiles 3 and 4 is much smaller compared to the penetration depth in the

’low current’ simulation. This is partially due to the decreased skin depth in
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Figure 4.2: 2D profiles across the center 4 tiles for a simulation driven at 150A.
Current in (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction, (c) Magnetic field in z-direction and
(d) electron density. Currents and magnetic fields are defined as the total current
or magnetic field in that particular cell.
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the plasma. Moreover, in the higher current simulation, there is an increased

coupled current, which more effectively shields out the magnetic field. Between

the central tiles and the grounded electrode, a waveguide mode is observed in

the magnetic field. The details of this are beyond the scope of this thesis, but it

has some effect on the current path near the grounded electrode. Investigation

of this phenomenon is subject to future work.

In the central tile-tile pair, the magnetic field is weaker than the magnetic

field in the other two tile-tile pairs (tiles 2 and 3 and tiles 4 and 5). One reason

for this is that the central two tiles are driving two tile-tile pairs (for example,

tile 3 drives the coupled current between tiles 2 and 3 and the coupled current

between tiles 3 and 4). Since tiles 2 and 5 are adjacent to an unpowered tile

(Tile1 and Tile6), they are only part of one tile-tile pair and are able to put

more power into this tile-tile pair. This has also been observed experimentally

[52]. Magnetic dipoles of equal strength can be obtained by driving the central

two tiles with a larger driving current. In this thesis the central 4 tiles are

driven with the same driving current. Since they are part of only one tile-tile

pair, currents that move away from Tile2 and Tile5 towards the substrate are

able to move across the whole plasma volume to the grounded electrode (seen

in Figure 4.2(b)).

There are changes in the plasma density. Comparing Figures 4.1(d) and

4.2(d), note the scales of the density are different; A change from 7× 1015m−3

to 16 × 1015m−3, where there is a change of drive current from 50A to 150A.

There is a region of significantly higher plasma density situated close to the pow-

ered tiles, and we will call this region the ’coupling region’, because most of the

coupled current is confined to this region (this will be defined more rigorously

further in the chapter). In Figure 4.2(d) this region is strongly peaked towards

the powered tile and in figure 4.1(d) this region is more uniform vs y-position.
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Moving from the coupling region toward the unpowered electrode, the plasma

density is much lower. This region will be referred to as the ’non-coupling region,

as most of the current in this region is not coupled current between adjacent

tiles, becoming substrate current. The plasma density in front of Tile2 and Tile5

is higher, and the region of high plasma density extends further into the plasma

in front of these tiles. Again this is due to coupling being stronger in the outer

tile-tile pairs as discussed previously and has been observed experimentally [52].

Figure 4.3: Conductive current vector in the plasma for lower current simulation
(a), and higher current simulation (b).

Plasma currents in the plasma volume between the two central tiles and the

grounded electrode for the low current simulation (a) and the higher current
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simulation (b) are seen in Figure 4.3. This plot shows the location of current

coupling in the plasma volume. The red box shows the approximate region

where current is coupled. In the red box, the plasma current path is such that

current moves away from one of the tiles, moves horizontally, parallel to tiles

and towards the adjacent electrode. Outside of the red box, rfcurrents are much

smaller and the current path points towards the grounded electrode.

In the ’low current’ simulation (Figure 4.3(a)), the volume where current

couples is large and takes up ∼70% of the plasma volume. This region where

current couples is defined as the coupling region. The reduction in size of the

boundary of the coupling region is seen in Figure 4.3(b). Looking at the top

boundary of the red box, the current vector below the boundary points (mostly)

horizontally (in the −x̂-direction), with a small ŷ component pointing towards

the tile. Following this current vector, the current points towards the tile. Just

outside of the top boundary, the current vector also points (mostly) horizontally.

However, following this current vector, the current points towards the grounded

electrode, the ŷ component of this vector points towards the grounded electrode,

and is 180 degrees out of phase from the current at the tile-face directly below.

Inside of this boundary the ’coupled current’ path is observed, and outside of it,

the current points towards the grounded electrode. rfcurrent density into the

grounded electrode is comparatively quite small when compared to rfcurrent

density at the powered electrode.

In the ’high current’ simulation (Figure 4.3(b)), the volume where current

couples is comparatively smaller and extends roughly halfway across the plasma

volume; Almost all of the ’coupled current’ is confined to the coupling region,

with small ’coupled current’ outside of the coupling region. This shows that in a

’high current’ simulation there is a decoupling in the two regions of the plasma.
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4.3 Spatial density profile vs driving current

Figure 4.4 plots density as a function of y-position for all 7 tile-current con-

ditions. The selected region spans from the center of the tile-tile gap between

Tile1 and Tile2 to the center of the tile-tile gap between Tile5 and Tile6 in

x̂-direction, and across the whole plasma gap in the ŷ-direction. The density is

averaged over the x-coordinate of this volume.

Figure 4.4: Plasma density in the ŷ-direction for all values of driving current.

Firstly, we observe curves at 50A, 75A and 100A. This contains the ’low cur-

rent’ simulations. In these simulations, the change in the plasma density across

the plasma volume is rather gradual. The density profiles are as expected for

a bounded plasma with ionization across the y-axis (That is concave down,

with plasma diffusion towards the boundaries), but with preferential ionization

towards the powered tile. For the 50A simulation (orange), the plasma den-

sity is roughly 30% larger at the peak in density (y≈0.8cm) than at y=2.5cm

(roughly halfway towards the boundary). In the 100A simulation (red), the
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plasma density roughly 60% larger. According to Maxwell-Boltzmann statis-

tics, this change in density comes with plasma potential difference across the

space the density difference is observed (ne(V ) = n0 exp
(

e∆V
kBTe

)
). The higher

plasma density is attributed to the larger coupled current due to the horizontal

electric fields (this is discussed further on in the chapter). The potential differ-

ence across the plasma from y=0.8 to y=2.5 is between 0.5V and 1.5V for these

conditions.

In the ’high current’ simulations (125A, 150A and 175A), the plasma density

profile is quite different; There are distinct coupling and non-coupling regions.

The density profile shows a sharp peak in the plasma density in the coupling

region, followed by a concave-up into the non-coupling region. The change in

plasma density between the peak (still y∼0.8) to y=2.5 is larger in this case;

twice as large for 125A, and up to 2.7 as large at 175A. The potential difference

across this distance is between 2V and 3V for these conditions. This change in

density is consistent with the variation in plasma potential discussed in Section

3.3.3. There is a raised plasma potential in front of the powered electrodes,

with some scale length into the plasma. The scale length is not known but the

density profile as function of y-position provides some evidence of this plasma

potential profile.

4.4 Difference between coupling and non-coupling region

In the coupling region and non-coupling regions of the plasma, there are cer-

tain differences in the behaviour of the plasma. The plasma density profile in

three different regions of the plasma is shown in figure 4.5. This density was

calculated in the plasma volume between the central 4 powered tiles and the

grounded electrode. The red line shows the average plasma density in the cou-

pling region (as defined in section 4.2, the size of the coupling region changes
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for different values of drive current, where at lower drive current the coupling

region extends further into the plasma, than at higher drive current), the blue

line shows average plasma density in the non-coupling region (also defined in

section 4.2, the size of this region also changes for different values of drive cur-

rent), and the grey line shows the average plasma density in the plasma volume

above the central 4 tiles.

Figure 4.5: Plasma density in coupling region (red), non-coupling region (blue)
and total plasma volume (grey)

The average plasma density in the coupling region (Figure 4.5 red line)

increases linearly as a function of driving current. In the non-coupling region

the average plasma density increases sublinearly. In the total plasma volume,

the average plasma density lies somewhere between the two.

Shown in figure 4.6 is the spatial ionization profile vs y-position in the plasma

volume between tiles 3 and 4 and the grounded electrode. A higher ionization

rate is seen in front of the powered tiles. Moving away from the coupling region
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Figure 4.6: Ionization rate vs y-position, for (a) 50A driving current, (b) 150A
driving current.

towards the grounded electrode (y=4cm), a decrease in the ionization rate is

observed, with a much lower ionization rate in the non-coupling region. Note

that figure 4.6(a) shows ionization for the 50A simulation, which is where the

coupled current extends more than halfway into the plasma volume. In the

simulation driven at 150A, the ionization profile remains largely the same but

with even more ionization occurring in the high plasma density region near the

powered tile.

To understand the localization of the ionization, the electron temperature is

calculated in the plasma.

Electron velocity distribution was calculated (from the output of the PIC

simulation) in the coupling region and non-coupling region between the central 4

tiles and grounded electrode with regions defined as in previous sections(Figure

4.7). The mean velocity of each distribution was found, and Te was calculated

from equation vmean =
√

8kbT
πme

. The coupling region is observed to have a higher

electron temperature than the non-coupling region for both simulations. The

threshold for single step Argon ionization is a speed of 2.35× 106m/s. At 50A

(Figure 4.7(a)) significantly larger portion of electrons in the coupling region
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Figure 4.7: Velocity distribution in the coupling region (red), and non-coupling
region (blue) for Simulation driven at 50A (a) and simulation driven at 150A
(b). Threshold for single step Argon ionization in Xoopic is 15.76eV, equating
to a velocity of 2.35× 106 m/s shown on the x-axis.
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are above this threshold than electrons in the non-coupling region. At 50A,

a Te of 2.97eV is observed in the coupling region with a Te of 2.86eV in the

non-coupling region. In the 150A simulation the Te in the coupling region in-

creases to 3.21eV, with Te in the non-coupling region increasing to 3.06eV. In

the coupling region there are significantly more electrons that can cause ioniz-

ing collisions than in the non-coupling region. Comparing the two simulations,

more electrons have enough energy to cause ionization in the 150A simulation

than in the 50A simulation.

The combination of the previous diagnostics shows that the plasma behaves

differently in the coupling region and the non-coupling region. The coupling

region has a higher density than the non-coupling region, which is sustained by

a much higher ionization rate in this region. The higher electron temperature in

the coupling region supports the higher ionization rate. The higher density in

the coupling region doesn’t spread to the non-coupling region due to the higher

plasma potential, in the coupling region.

4.5 Voltage profile on differentially powered tiles

Tiles are current driven with a waveform of shape I(t) = I0 sin(ωt+ϕ), resulting

in a self-consistent voltage made of an rfoscillating component and a DC bias

component. The time varying voltage between the back of the tile and grounded

wall surrounding the simulation is shown in Figure 4.8(a). The resulting voltage

is a sinusoidal wave with amplitude increasing linearly with driving current. The

resulting voltage waveform lags the driving current by 90 degrees.

Figure 4.8(b) shows the amplitude of the voltage on the back of the tile.

The capacitance between the back of the tile and ground is measured to be

C = 1.77nF , resulting in a capacitive reactance XC = 0.56Ω. Applying Ohm’s
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Figure 4.8: Tile voltage over and rfcycle (a), Amplitude of tile voltage(b), DC
bias on tile (c)
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law (V = IZ) shows that for every amp into the tile, a voltage of 0.56V can be

driven between the tile and the wall. We observe a slope of 0.49V/A in figure

4.8(b), showing that every amp of current into the tile drives 0.49V between the

tile and grounded wall. This means that only 12% of the current pushed into

the tile is making it to the face of the tile and driving a voltage on the face of

the tile, while 88% of the driving current is used to drive the voltage between

the back of the tile and the ground surrounding the simulation.

The self consistent DC bias is plotted in Figure 4.8(c). For driving currents

of 75A and greater, DC bias on the electrode changes linearly with driving

frequency. At high values of driving current (over 75A) Vrf is over 35V. For

a 3eV argon plasma, Vf is expected to be around 15eV. When Vrf is large in

comparison to Vf , in order to reach a state where ion and electron flux are

balanced over the rfcycle (⟨Γi = Γe⟩rf ), the powered electrode must adopt a

large DC bias.

When the driving current is lower (25A and 50A), Vrf is 12V and 24V re-

spectively. This is not much larger than Vf , so the DC bias required in order

to balance the electron and ion fluxes (⟨Γi = Γe⟩rf ) must be small. This was

investigated by Harvey et. al [1], where ion energies into the sheath were ob-

served. Ions energies were dependent on the usual DC bias (which is established

to preserve charge neutral flux), but also had a component due to the variation

in plasma potential. The DC bias measured in our experiments are consistent

with the measurements from Harvey et. al.

The powered tiles take on a large DC bias, and the voltage across the sheath

of the powered tile is large when compared to the voltage across the sheath of

the grounded tile. The plasma potential in the non-coupling region and the

grounded electrode is between 15V and 20V for all values of driving current,

which comes from the value of Vf along with a small rfcurrent into the sheath
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[1]. There are some rfcurrents observed at the grounded electrode, which must

be driven by a plasma potential that is higher than the 15V that is usually

observed for a 3eV plasma. We don’t know what the exact floating potential is,

but we believe it to lie somewhere between 15 and 20V. This is similar to an

asymmetric system where there is a small-area powered electrode, that adopts a

high DC bias, and a large-area unpowered electrode to adopts a comparatively

lower DC bias. In this differentially powered case, the tiles adopt a high DC

bias without the need for a difference in electrode area.

Note that in some of the high current simulations, the peak tile voltage

reaches values larger than the expected floating potential of 15-20V. In the

simulation driven at 175A per tile, Vrf = 87V , and VDC = −53V the peak tile

voltage reaches 34V. Remember, that there is a plasma potential variation in

the region in front of the tiles (section 3.3.3). We expect that at this momentary

peak, Ṽp at the tiles increases to a value close to this peak tile voltage. This

is reflected by the electron density (Figure 4.4) which displays a peak near the

powered electrode. At this high driving current condition, some momentary

field reversal has been observed at this moment in time, where the tile voltage

becomes larger than the plasma potential in front of the tile. This results in a

period of rapid electron collection, to neutralize the charge balance. Details of

this phenomenon are not fully understood, and are subject to future work.

4.6 Coupled current and substrate current scaling

Total coupled current is measured and total substrate current is measured in

the plasma volume. These currents are calculated using the following method:

A rectangular box is defined spanning from a single tile-face to the edge of the

coupling region (in the ŷ-direction, shown in Figure 4.9), and from the centre

of the tile-tile boundary on the left of that tile, to the centre of the tile-tile
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Figure 4.9: Plasma current in the ŷ-direction with two bounding boxes used to
calculate total coupled current and total current into the substrate.

boundary on the right of that tile (in the x̂-direction). Current in the x̂-direction

is measured through the vertical boundary of this box. This current in the x̂-

direction is the coupled current. For each tile, this current must be divided by

two, as there are two tiles responsible for the coupled current between a tile-tile

pair. The substrate current is defined as the current in the ŷ-direction, through

the horizontal edge at the top of this box. Current moving through this region

has passed through the coupling region and will reach the unpowered substrate.

In figure 4.10, coupled current and substrate current are shown as a function

of driving current. Recall, from section 4.4.5, 88% of the driving current is used

to drive an electric field between the tile and the wall, and only 12% of the

driving current drives the plasma system. Coupled current is shown in Figure

4.10(a) and current towards the substrate is shown in Figure 4.10(b). Coupled

current is much larger than substrate current; At low driving current, 76% of

current moving away from the tile becomes coupled current, but at higher values
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Figure 4.10: Coupled current (a), and current into the substrate (b) as a function
of driving current.

of driving current, 84% becomes coupled current. This shows that as driving

current increases, a larger fraction of current moving away from the powered

tile becomes coupled current, and a smaller fraction becomes diffusion current.

There is a superlinear relationship between coupled current and driving current,

and a sublinear relationship between current into the substrate and driving

current. This is clearly observed in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Fraction of total current turned into coupled current (orange),
fraction of total current that moves towards the substrate (brown)

4.7 Electromagnetic response in the higher current simu-

lation

In section 3.6.1 an analytical model of Generalized Ohm’s Law was applied to

the Xoopic solution. In this low current case it was shown that this electrostatic

approximation could reasonably describe the current in the plasma. In the high

current case there are some noticeable differences in the current profile (seen in

figure 4.12.

Observing currents in front of the two central tiles, in the analytical model,

current decays exponentially vs y-position. In the current from the PIC simu-

lation, there is a distinct sign change about halfway between the powered tiles

and the grounded electrode. This shows that towards the grounded electrode

the plasma may no longer obey the electrostatic approximation, and electro-

magnetic effects could be strong enough to create a significant impact on the

plasma. Further investigation is subject to future work.
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Figure 4.12: Current in the y-direction from the Generalized Ohm’s Law model
(a) compared to current in the y-direction from Xoopic

4.8 Summary

There are some differences in the plasma between the coupling region and non-

coupling region. The coupling region has a higher plasma density, higher elec-

tron temperature, and a significantly higher ionization rate. Discussed in chap-

ter 3, there is a spatio-temporal variation in the plasma potential in front of

the tiles, driven by the tile voltage. The scale length of this voltage into the

plasma is not known, but this voltage decreases as a function of distance from

the tiles. The plasma potential in the ŷ-direction must follow this voltage pro-
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file. This potential causes the plasma to have a higher plasma density at the

tiles than in the non-coupling region (observed in figure 4.4). The density pro-

file in y-direction provides some evidence for the scale length and shape of the

voltage. The higher electron temperature in the coupling region drives a higher

ionization rate. This is observed for all values of driving current, but most

prominent in the higher current regions (At 175A of driving current, the plasma

density in the coupling region is up to 2.7 times as large as the plasma density

in the non-coupling region). There is some diffusion from the coupling region

to the non-coupling region and the grounded electrode, but the higher plasma

potential at the tile is able to sustain this difference in plasma density.

As driving current increases, a larger fraction of current in the plasma be-

comes driving current rather than coupled current, 84% of driving current be-

comes coupled current in the 175A simulation. A potential reason for this can

be described by observing the tile voltage. As driving current increases, tile

voltage becomes greater. At high values of drive current the DC bias on tile

scales with the driving current. At high values of driving current, the maximum

value of tile voltage over the rfcycle increases. The higher the tile voltage, the

smaller the potential that the electrons have to overcome to strike the tile. At

higher drive current, more electrons strike the tile during the period of elec-

tron collection. At this moment in time, plasma potential in front of the tile

increases more meaning that there is a larger electrostatic electric field parallel

to the face of the tiles. This results in a larger coupled current. Moreover, at

high drive currents, the increased plasma density means that the plasma is more

conductive, and a greater current can be driven by the horizontal electric field.
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5 Conclusion

A multi-tile differentially powered VHF CCP has been investigated using a PIC

simulation code called Xoopic [2]. In chapter 3, the physics of this plasma system

was investigated. A ”coupled current” was identified which ’couples’ electron

current in the plasma that is moving away from one tile, with current that is

moving towards the adjacent tile. A smaller amount of current moves across the

plasma volume where it reaches the substrate (substrate current). Two physical

phenomena are described that are responsible for driving the ’coupled current’.

The first is an electromagnetic phenomenon that drives this coupled current

is described; rfcurrents travelling on the surface of the tiles create a magnetic

dipole between adjacent tiles. This magnetic dipole creates an induced electric

field that drives current parallel to the face of the tiles. This magnetic field and

electric field is observed in Xoopic[2] simulations.

The second is an electrostatic phenomenon; An rfoscillation in the plasma

potential creates an electric field parallel to the face of the tiles. While the

tile voltage reaches a maximum over the rfcycle, the plasma potential in front

of that tile increases for that moment in the rfcycle. This plasma potential

oscillation extends into the pre-sheath region of the plasma. Since the tiles are

differentially powered, voltage on adjacent tiles is at a 180 degrees out of phase.

This results in a variation in the plasma potential. This variation in the plasma

potential creates an electric field which drives a current parallel to the face of

the tiles. Higher harmonics of the driving frequency are observed in the electric

field that drives the coupled current (horizontal electric field). This is attributed

to the electrostatic phenomenon.

A Generalized Ohm’s Law model was developed to separate the electro-
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static and electromagnetic phenomena. This model is a simpler electrostatic

approximation of our plasma system, neglecting displacement current. It was

found that this model was an excellent fit to the plasma system, with 5% dif-

ference in fit. An analytical model of Generalized Ohm’s Law was created,

and resultant current densities accurately fitted the profile of the currents from

Xoopic. This indicates that the electrostatic approximation may be a good de-

scription of the plasma. To further determine which phenomenon was driving

the coupled current, Faraday’s Law was solved in the plasma volume above the

central tile-tile pair in the 75A driving current simulation. Solving Faraday’s

Law determines whether the magnetic field creates an induced electric field of

comparable strength to the electric fields measured in the simulation. The in-

duced electric field is a factor of 20 smaller than the measured electric field. It is

determined that in the 75A driving current system, the electric field is driven by

the electrostatic phenomenon with minimal influence from the electromagnetic

phenomenon.

In chapter 4 changes in behaviour of the plasma are observed by changing

the magnitude of the drive current. Two different regions in the plasma are

identified; A coupling region and a non-coupling region. In he coupling region

rfcurrents couple between adjacent tiles. In the non-coupling region rfcurrents

are move into the grounded electrode. The plasma is observed to behave differ-

ently in these two regions; In the coupling region the plasma has higher density,

higher electron temperature and a much higher ionization rate than in the non-

coupling region. The combination of increased plasma density, higher electron

temperature and high rfcurrents in the coupling region are self-consistent and

indicative of a new rfpower coupling regime in the multi-tile plasma source.The

large current differences between face of tile and substrate current are indicative
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of an asymmetric CCP. Power deposited by the coupled currents are additional

to the standard high frequency CCP electron heating.

As driving current is increased, a larger fraction of the current becomes ”cou-

pled current” rather than ”substrate current”. At the lowest value of driving

current 76% of current becomes coupled current, and at the highest value driv-

ing current 84% of driving current becomes coupled current.
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6 Appendix

Plasma system and operational parameters

Outer tiles unpowered

The two outer tiles are left unpowered. It was observed that near-field effects

can occur between the tile-corner and the ground surface, which can result in sig-

nificant transients while the simulation is settling into the steady-state solution.

For some conditions this results in an extended sheath above Tile1 and Tile6,

grossly affecting the plasma over the central tiles. Much of these instabilities are

the result of ’ideal-material-properties’ associated with the PIC simulation, and

would not be realized in an experimental system with charge-bleeding through

the substrate, and along dielectric surfaces.

Current injection and Tile voltage

Figure 6.1 is a detailed schematic of how a single tile functions in the Xoopic

simulation. With reference to this figure, we will describe how current is injected

into the tile, and how the tile voltage is calculated.

Current is injected into the back of the tile using a Xoopic [2] current region

as shown in figure 6.1. The current region delivers a predetermined amount of

current in a given direction. In the presented simulation, the current region is

3 cells wide, and each cell delivers 25A into the +ŷ-direction (into the high-K

dielectric), meaning that a total of 75A is injected into the tile. Between the

tile and the current region, a very high-K dielectric is placed (relative dielectric

of 10000, so that the impedance remains small), and serves the function of a

blocking capacitor.
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Figure 6.1: A single powered tile in the 2D array of differentially powered tiles,
Showing method of current injection into the tile via a Xoopic ”current region”.
Self-consistent electric field between the tile and grounded boundary is shown,
and is used to calculate the time-varying rfvoltage on the powered tile.

Tile voltage, VTile is calculated through measuring electric field between the

tile and the grounded boundary. This electric field is a self-consistent output of

the simulation; no functional dependence has been imposed on this electric field.

Through the simple equation of V = E ·m, the potential difference between the

grounded boundary and the tile can be calculated. The resultant VTile can be

observed in black in figure 3.7(a). The result is that VTile is a sinusoidal wave-

form, lagging the driving current by 90 degrees, with a DC bias of -17V and an

amplitude of 37V. The DC bias is a self-consistent result of the simulation, as

no DC bias has been asserted on the driving current.

When using an electromagnetic solver, there can be spatial variation in volt-

age on the tile. In this simulation, the wavelength of the driving frequency is

sufficiently long (1.88m in vacuum) and the tiles are sufficiently small (25mm

x 1.25mm) such that no spatial variation in VTile is measured. The capaci-

tance between the back of the tile and the surrounding ground is large enough

that ion current through the sheath into the tile does not change the voltage

on the tile by a significant amount over the rfcycle, resulting in a VTile that
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has a stable rfamplitude and a DC bias component that does not change over

many rfcycles. The capacitance between the back of the tile is 1.77nF, giving

an impedance of 0.56Ω. With a driving current of 75A, and a self-consistent

rfvoltage of 37V, this means that 88% of the current into the tile is being used

to drive the voltage between the tile and the grounded wall. Only 9A of current

into the back of the tile makes it to the front of the tile, delivering power to the

plasma. This adds stability to the computation as changes in plasma behaviour

result in only small changes in the electromagnetic solution.

Operational parameters of simulation

In Xoopic, a grid of 512 cells in the x̂-direction and 256 cells in the ŷ-direction is

used, resulting in a cell size of (.391mm x .156mm). A timestep of 2.5× 10−13s

is used. These input parameters satisfy the CFL stability condition that a pho-

ton can’t travel more than one cell length in a single timestep (c∆t < ∆x),

and the condition that a single Debye length is a close to the length one cell

length (In this case the Debye length is roughly equal to the cell size in the

ŷ-direction) [21]. A sinusoidal current with amplitude 75A, with frequency of

160MHz is pushed into each of the powered tiles. For the simulation, the tiles

are all driven independently, but in figure 3.2 there is an AC source which shows

how the tiles would be driven as a push-pull pair, analogous to the experimental

implementation.

The simulation is run on a multi-threaded version of Xoopic, and is run on 16

threads. Multi-threading is achieved by splitting the simulation into 16 vertical

slices, each being simulated on a separate thread.

A table of operational parameters is displayed below.
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Operational parameter Value of parameter

x-grid 512 cells, 0.391mm per cell

y-grid
256 cells, 0.156mm per cell (finer for

sheath resolution, λD = 0.165mm )

Gas argon 50mTorr

timestep 2.5× 10−13 s

Tile size 25mm x̂, 1.25mm ŷ

Tile-tile gap 7mm

Driving current, I0 75A into the back of 1m deep tile

Driving frequency, f f = 160MHz

Driving function I(t) = I0 cos (
f
2π t)

Secondary electron coefficient 0.1

Capacitance between back of tile by

backside dielectric
1.77nF

Power coupling

Functional dependence of electromagnetic field

The magnetic field is a self-consistent result of the simulation. The induced

magnetic field is sinusoidal. Applying Faraday’s law it is clear that the mag-

nitude of the induced electric field scales with driving frequency, and lags the

magnetic field by 90 degrees.

B(t) = B0 sin (ωt+ ϕ) (6.1)

∮
E · dl = −∂B

∂t
(6.2)
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∮
E · dl = −ωB0 cos(ωt+ ϕ) (6.3)

Combining Eqn 6.1 and Eqn 6.2 The induced rfelectric field scales with ωrf

and lags the current into the tile by 90 degrees.

Striping between core boundaries

All Xoopic simulations were multi-threaded, most run on 16 individual threads.

Many of the plots were made by restarting the simulation on fewer threads or

dumping all threads and recombining individual diagnostics. Striping is seen

dominantly in the argon and electron density. It was unclear if the electron

density stripes at the boundaries were faults in the code reporting, or even

in the validity of the code. To test this simulations run on 16 threads were

restarted on fewer threads (8 or 4) to see if the striping would disappear. If

the stripes in the electron density were real features of the electron profile used

within the simulation (and not just a reporting error) then the electron profile

would relax to a ”smooth” profile when restarted with fewer threads (and larger

plasma volumes per thread). This did not occur, suggesting that the stripes do

not affect the actual electron and ion densities. Moreover, Current pathes,

magnetic fields, and electric fields display the same behaviour in simulations

with striping and in simulations without striping.
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